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Love for Wood 

Nature provides us with all the elements of life. The feeling of beauty that it transmits is simple but at the 

same time universal and always makes it true as well as authentic.

All human beings perceive it and remain attracted by its flavors and its aromas. The wood with its un-

mistakable smell, its warmth and its sinuosity is the prime example.

Arrebo refers precisely to these elements offered by nature to outline its corporate vision: the creation of 

exhibitor furniture with low environmental impact, using only noble and recyclable materials.

An unconditional passion for this noble material has given birth and 

growth to our company
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Our company

Arrebo was founded in 1981 as a manufacturer of custom-made furnishings. Over the years the com-

pany has specialized in the creation of displays for the organized distribution.

The production which takes place entirely in our factory is assisted by a highly qualified team divided into 

a design studio, a production department (completely automated, but with an artisan soul) and a sales 

network that operates both nationally and internationally. Arrebo stands out for the attention and the 

utmost care of details right from the design and feasibility stage for compliance with the timing required 

by its customers and for a punctual and efficient after-sales service.

In the showroom at our headquarters in the province of Brescia you can see the entire range of standard 

products and the progress of the new generation prototypes.

We study, design and accomplish solutions that facilitate and increase 

your business

www.arrebo.it
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Quality in our DNA

PRECISION - Our technological platforms allow a direct dialogue with the 

machines thus reducing the times of realization and guaranteeing extremely 

high levels of precision. Strict quality control at the end of the cycle comple-

tes the production process.

PUNCTUALITY - We differentiate ourselves for the attention, the maximum 

care of details and the respect of the increasingly reduced times required 

by our customers.

EFFICIENCY - We personally deliver and install our exhibitors guaranteeing 

an effective and timely after-sales service.

In our constant commitment to search for innovation an important position is occupied by the ecological aspect. For 

this reason all our items are made with low environmental impact material, painted with ecological enamels and com-

pleted with low consumption lighting systems. Producing durable products both from an aesthetic and resistance point 

of view is in fact the key element to guarantee sustainability. During the production process particular attention is paid 

to the materials used, to the reduction of the consumption of raw materials and to the rationalization of resources, to 

the reuse and / or recycling of waste and to the control of emissions.

Our Values
Precision, punctuality and efficiency are the values 

that characterize our company.

A consciously green choice aided by 

the use of innovative and high quality 

materials

Our continuous commitment to research and development is supported by 

important and constant technological investments. In fact, the entire pro-

duction cycle is controlled by CAD-CAM production software that allows 

the management of each production unit directly from the technical office.

We produce our exhibitors with an integrated woodworking cell whose 

fulcrum is a fully automated NESTING LINE which allows us to carry out all 

the production phases (milling, edging, finishing) with absolute precision.

Production
We design and produce display systems for modern 

distribution
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Design

At Arrebo we are convinced that every environment is unique in terms of characteristics and function as is the taste of the individual 

customer. Therefore the design and manufacture of custom-made furniture and furnishings has been our core business for decades. We 

provide highly specialized resources and state-of-the-art machinery to best prepare any type of exhibition space enhancing its value and 

providing smart solutions to improve its functionality.

Whether it’s creating an entire equipment or a single piece of furniture Arrebo pays great attention to the selection of materials, the 

mastery of production techniques and design creativity that is able to combine innovation, functionality and elegance.

Arrebo will always find the best solution to meet your needs in full compliance with quality, aesthetic, functional and safety standards.

We study and analyze your ideas to transform them into a solid, functional and aesthetically 

unique final product

www.arrebo.it



Roll outs
MORE THAN 2000 POINTS OF SALE FURNISHED IN ITALY

www.arrebo.it
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Bakery exhibitors
CUSTOMIZABLE WOODEN DISPLAYS FOR YOUR SALES POINT



New

TOUCHBakery Touch
A lot of innovation and maximum safety in a functional and elegant panoramic display

1716

The self-service bakery revolution

❶ OPENING WITH 
TOUCH BUTTON

❷ AUTOMATIC 
CLOSURE

 

❸ PROGRAM 
“PROTECT HANDS”

 IT IS SUFFICIENT TO PRESS THE 

INDICATED AREA AND THE EXHIBITOR 

WILL OPEN AUTOMATICALLY

WITH PROGRAMMED TIMER OR WITH 

PROXIMITY SENSOR

AS SOON AS THE EXHIBITOR’S DOOR 

MEETS AN OBSTACLE, IT REOPENS 

IMMEDIATELY

electronic board

touch syste m

automatic opening and closing

quality bakery products

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_BAKT.150.000 1500 810 1850

1500 810



BAKERYBakery
Plenty of lighted space to protect the bread from external agents

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) NR. DRAWERS

AR_BAK.100.000 1000 650 1850 6+2

AR_BAK.150.000 1500 650 1850 9+3

AR_BAK.200.000* 2000 650 1850 12+4

OPTIONAL

• Shaped polycarbonate partition for drawer
• Kit of rear openings for operator side loading
• Removable crumb container for each drawer
• Gripper kit
• Inclined display surface for upper drawer

Bakery is a panoramic self-service display for bakery products with direct 

service, at the top composed of 35 liter drawers suitable for the sale of 

different qualities of bakery goods.

Each drawer is closed by a tempered glass door supported by a hinge 

designed by ARREBO complete with an adhesive price label. The lower 

part is composed of 99-liter self-retracting drawers for breads of great 

calibration or greater consumption.

1918

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_BAKSM.102.000 1000 530 1750

SMARTBakery Smart
A lot of quality at a really smart price

Bakery Smart is a self-service display for bakery products with blind sides and direct 

service, at the top composed of 6 drawers of 35 liters for 6 different qualities of ba-

ked goods. Each drawer is closed by a tempered glass door supported by a hinge 

designed by ARREBO complete with an adhesive price label. The goods are displayed 

on removable polycarbonate trays. Under the last row of drawers is placed a shelf 

for bags. The lower part is open with frontal containment tubes, ideal for displaying 

various types of packaged bread.

OPTIONAL

• Inclined display surface for drawer
• Lighting with led ceiling lights + transformer
• Polycarbonate container for gloves (to be placed on the shelf for bags)
• Kit of rear openings for operator side loading
• Shaped polycarbonate partition for drawer

Choose the
finishing
you want!*

* On request on all Arrebo products

6501000

18
50

1000 530
* Available on order only
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PASTRY EVOLUTION

20

Pastry Pastry Evolution
Large capacity for a complete, elegant, resistant and functional self-service display Bakery display designed to be extremely panoramic

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) NR. DRAWERS

AR_PAS.100.000 1000 650 1850 8

AR_PAS.150.000 1500 650 1850 12

AR_PAS.200.000* 2000 650 1850 16

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_EVO.1504L.000 1450 815 1850

AR_EVO.1004L.000 970 815 1850

OPTIONAL

• Shaped polycarbonate partition for drawer
• Kit of rear openings for operator side loading
• Removable crumb container for each drawer
• Gripper kit
• Inclined display surface for drawer

Pastry is a self-service display unit for bakery products with direct service, 

at the top composed of 35 liter drawers suitable for the sale of different 

qualities of bakery products.

Each drawer is closed by a tempered glass door supported by a hinge 

designed by ARREBO complete with adhesive price label. The lower part 

is open, with frontal containment tubes, ideal for the exposition of various 

types of packaged bread.

Pastry Evolution is a self-service bakery display with drawers, specially designed by Arrebo 

to be extremely panoramic.

Thanks to its self-supporting metal structure Pastry Evolution allows, in fact, by placing several 

modules side by side to obtain a continuous visibility of the products.

The peculiarity of Pastry Evolution is that it does not need support sides, as the structure is 

mounted on metal frames with high-strength guides. The bottom of the drawers is smooth and 

washable, with a removable front upstand, to facilitate cleaning of the drawers. The lower 

part of the display is open, suitable for packaged bakery products. The Pastry Evolution 

self-service display is complete with a lighting system on all exhibition levels and a special 

transformer. Also available in the 8-drawer version.

Modular
PANORAMIC

New

PA
ST

RY
 1

00
0

*Disponibile solo su ordinazione
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DUPLEXDuplex
Eight closed containers and two large compartments to display many varieties of products

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_DUP.133.000 1330 700 1750

OPTIONAL

• Kit of rear openings for operator side loading
• Kit of vertical protection profiles in stainless steel
• Mirror backdrop
• Pair of panoramic sides

Duplex is a self-service display for bakery products with blind sides 

and indirect service without the need for gloves. It consists of 4 levels 

with a removable central partition which form 8 containers for 8 

different qualities of bakery goods.

Each compartment is closed by a tempered glass door complete 

with lock. The crystal is supported by a stainless steel hinge desi-

gned by ARREBO.

The bottom of each compartment is made of a steel tray. The custo-

mer serves himself by means of a shovel conveying the product into 

the special container on the side and separated by springs.

The lower part is open with frontal containment tubes, ideal for di-

splaying packaged bread.

PANETTIEREPanettiere
Birch wood with the possibility to choose the type of back

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) NR. COMPARTMENTS

AR_PAN3.080.000 800 700 1750 3-SLOTTED SHEET BOTTOMS

AR_PAN4.080.000 800 700 1750 4-SLOTTED SHEET BOTTOMS

AR_PAN3.085.000 850 700 1750 3 METHACRYLATE TRAY BOTTOMS

AR_PAN4.085.000 850 700 1750 4 METHACRYLATE TRAY BOTTOMS

OPTIONAL

• Kit of rear openings for operator side loading
• Kit of vertical protection profiles in stainless steel

Panettiere is a panoramic self-service display for bakery products with indirect service 

without the need for gloves. It consists of single compartments for the sale of different 

qualities of bakery goods. Each compartment is closed by a tempered glass door com-

plete with lock. The crystal is supported by a stainless steel hinge designed by ARREBO.

The bottom of each compartment is made of a tray in slotted steel or acrylic methacryla-

te. The customer serves himself by means of a shovel conveying the product into the 

special container on the side and separated by springs.

The lower part is open with frontal containment tubes, ideal for displaying packaged 

bread.

PA
N

ET
TI

ER
E 

80
0



Art and Passion

 

www.arrebo.it

Our articles are the result of the perfect mix of art and 
passion, a balanced alchemy of technology, automation and 
craftsmanship



BAKERY PANETTIERE
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Bakery Mix Panettiere Mix
Two lockable modules and a withdrawel system designed by ArreboShelf module with drawers and direct service of bakery goods or other products

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_PANMIX.133.000 1330 510 350

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_BAKMIX.133.000 1330 510 380

Panettiere Mix is a panoramic self-service display module for bakery pro-

ducts with indirect service without the need for gloves. It consists of 1 level for 

2 different qualities of bakery goods.

Each compartment is closed by a tempered glass door supported by a stain-

less steel hinge designed by ARREBO.

The bottom of each compartment is made of a slotted steel tray.

The customer serves himself by means of a shovel conveying the product into 

the special container placed at the center and separated by springs. Under 

each compartment there is a crumb collector.

Bakery Mix is a self-service display module for bakery products with blind 

sides and direct service made of 1 drawer divided into two containers suitable 

for different qualities of bakery products.

The containers are closed by a single door in tempered glass supported by a 

hinge designed by ARREBO complete with adhesive price label.

OPTIONAL

• Lighting with led ceiling lights + transformer

OPTIONAL

• Lighting with led ceiling lights + transformer

FOR
ALL SHELVES

FOR
ALL SHELVES



ESATTO ROLLING
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Esatto (digital and manual) Rolling
Self-service dispenser with digital display to select the desired quantity Functional and hygienic dispenser suitable for all types of dry food

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_ESAD.050.000 500 720 1900

AR_ESAM.050.000 500 720 1900

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_ROL.185.000 340 320 1850

AR_ROLMIX.100.000 340 320 1000

OPTIONAL

• Polycarbonate container for bag roll
• Steel support plane

Esatto is a self-service dispenser with indirect service and a tempered glass door to faci-

litate cleaning and maintenance operations as well as to make the product visible to the 

customer. It is filled from the top through a lid. Thanks to the adjustable calibrator it is 

possible to load small and medium sized bakery goods.

The customer enters the desired quantity on the appropriate display located on the front 

of the dispenser - the desired product is issued automatically. 

Esatto is also available in the manual version.

Rolling is a totally hygienic self-service dispenser 

with indirect service for dry food such as nuts, bi-

scuits, taralli and amaretti.

Rolling is also suitable for animal feeds.

No gloves are required because the product is re-

leased by turning the flywheel.  Also available as 

shelf module (Rolling Mix).
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Complementary articles
MOBILE EXHIBITION SYSTEMS DESIGNED TO COMPLETE THE FURNISHING OF YOUR SALES POINT



TETRIS ALES
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Tetris Ales
Promotional display on wheels with 2 or 3 cylindrical baskets Promotional stand on wheels with 3 display levels with arch-shaped legs

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_TET.2CE.000 700 700 1300

AR_TET.3CE.000 700 700 1500

AR_TEQ.2CE.000 640 640 1300

AR_TEQ.3CE.000 640 640 1500
CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_ALES.060.000 600 800 1550

OPTIONAL

• Support for advertising sign

Tetris is a circular self-service display with direct service for baguettes, composed 

of 2 or 3 circular baskets divided by 4 transparent polycarbonate partitions.

The upright in the upper part can be accompanied by a support for housing 

promotional posters.

Ales is a promotional stand on wheels with 3 display levels with arched legs. For 

greater visibility of the exposed product the compartments are divided by tran-

sparent polycarbonate tops and the sides are panoramic. The slim but robust 

structure allows to create configurations of pleasant visual impact.

FOOD NO-FOOD

TE
TR

IS
 2

CE
.0

00
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PANORAMA FEBEPanorama Febe|Febe grid
Functional gastronomic service counter suitable for pizzas, focaccia and brioches Solid promotional lane display of “food and non-food” with containment sides

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_FEBP.080.000 800 600 900

AR_FEBG.090.000 900 700 900

AR_FEBG.110.000 1100 700 900

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_PAN.125CA.000 (con ante) 1250 950 1150

AR_PAN.125SA.000 (senza ante) 1250 950 1150

Panorama is a gastronomic service counter particularly sui-

table for the served sale of bakery products such as pizzas, 

focaccia, brioches, etc. The display of the products is pro-

tected by a tempered glass counter with sides, while the ope-

rator side is closed with sliding doors mounted on stainless 

steel guides. The structure therefore contributes not to excessi-

vely expose the products to external agents.

The bakery products are displayed inside on an antibacterial 

Krion® surface suitable for food. The lower part of Panora-

ma is open on the operator side and equipped with service 

compartments.

Febe is a panoramic promotional lane stand made with contain-

ment sides in transparent polycarbonate that give the product 

greater visibility.

Febe Grid, instead, is a panoramic promotional lane stand with 

40 cm high containment sides (available in RAL 1013 or RAL 

9005). The height-adjustable display surface makes it suitable 

for any type of use, both for food and non-food products.

The stand is supplied disassembled to facilitate transport as it is 

easy and quick to assemble. 

New

FOOD NO-FOOD
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ENEAEnea
Modular multi-function display suitable for all needs

Enea is a modular multifunctional panoramic display on wheels suitable 

for both food and non-food products. The display consists of a larger 

basic basket and two smaller suspended baskets, all adjustable in height.

PLEXIPlexi
Self-service counter display made of transparent polycarbonate

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) NR. COMPARTMENTS

IK 1020 600 600 420 2

IK 1021 900 600 420 3

 

Plexi is a self-service panoramic counter-top display made of tran-

sparent polycarbonate with stainless steel finishes. The display is 

divided into two compartments by a fixed partition, both complete 

with trays. The customer uses it from the front through a sliding beam 

opening while the operator has a flap opening door at the rear.

OPTIONAL

• Lighting with led ceiling light + transformer.

Realizzato in esclusiva per:

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_ENE.060.000 600 800 1600
FOOD NO-FOOD

PLEXI 2 COMPARTMENT
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BOULANGE FORNAIOBoulangerie Evolution Fornaio
Four spacious levels and three large surfaces for displaying packaged products Modular furniture for the served bread sale: comfortable, resistant and functional

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_BOU.150.000 1500 810 1850

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_FOR.100.000 1000 570 2200

Boulangerie Evolution is a panoramic display suitable for the 

presentation of packaged bakery products. The structure has 5 

levels consisting of 4 shelves complete with metal containment and 

an open lower part with containment tubes.

Fornaio consists of a closed base cabinet with doors, 3 containers with a front tubular 

steel containment and an upper closing veil. Under the last container a removable 

crumb collector is placed.

To give more visibility to the product the backrests are equipped with mirrors and 

each level is complete with LED lighting.

OPTIONAL

• Lighting with led ceiling lights + transformer
• Shaped polycarbonate partition

OPTIONAL

• Shaped polycarbonate partition

New

810

22
00
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FILAFila

Choose the color you want*

Multifunction island for packed bakery goods at three exhibition levels

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_FIL.133.000 1330 1200 1100

Fila is a three-level panoramic display stand, ideal for packa-

ged bakery products. The display consists of an upper shelf, 2 

inclined intermediate shelves and 2 base shelves divided into 4 

compartments suitable for the presentation of large baked goods 

or higher-consumption varieties. 

* On request on all Arrebo products

41

DECISADecisa
Functional promotional stand for food and non-food products at two exhibition levels

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_DEC.090.000 900 600 900

Decisa is a panoramic promotional stand at two exhibition levels 

designed for food and non-food products.

The shelves are equipped with tubular steel containment. On request 

Decisa can be delivered disassembled. The assembly is fast, easy 

and requires no tools.

FOOD NO-FOOD

QUICK ASSEMBLY (without tools)
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Fruit and vegetable displays
EXHIBITION SYSTEMS STUDIED TO EMPHASIZE AND IMPROVE THE PRESENTATION OF THE PRIMIZIES
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New

Veggy is a display for fruit and vegetables made on 2 levels with a sturdy sup-

porting structure in painted metal. The front can be covered with painted plywood 

slats (removable for cleaning) or equipped with a multi-function compartment with 

steel side. The display bottoms are inclined to give greater visibility to the various 

types of products. Veggy can also be equipped with a metal frame for signage.

VEGGYVeggy
Sturdy and innovative display for fruit and vegetables covered in plywood

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_VEGG.120.000 1200 900 1500

AR_VEGG.PLUS.120.000 1200 900 1500

AR_VEGG.PLUS2.120.000 1200 900 2100

OPTIONAL

• Front paneling with slats
• Metal frame for signage

Veggy Plus2  

sla
tte

d 
co

at
in

g

promotional panels

Veggy Veggy Plus

▲Veggy Plus

▲Veggy Plus2

1200 1200 1200900 900 900



SLIM
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Slim
Simple and linear scale Scale holder with an extremely sturdy structure

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_SLM.3602C.000 360 410 1500

Slim is a simple, linear but at the same time very robust scale cabinet. The as-

sembly of the structure is interlocking and can therefore be carried out directly 

at the point of sale with extreme ease without the use of hardware. Slim is a 

closed cabinet with door mounted on a single metal hinge, patented by Arrebo; 

inside there is a container for the collection of used gloves. The rear stand has 

a height of 1500 mm and is equipped with Arrebo designed profiles to which 

glove and bag holders are attached.

New

TALIA
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Talia
Circular promotional stand with eight exhibition compartments

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_BANT.140.000 1400 1400 960

Talia is a round promotional stand with 8 compartments, a center 

support (Ø 300 mm) and a buffer strip which is ideal for the pre-

sentation of special goods.  

FOOD NO-FOOD
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AMBOAmbo
Novel fruit and vegetable trolley made of solid wood.

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_AMB.210.000 2100 900 1400

Ambo is a trolley for typical products made of solid wood. 

The inclined surface with retaining strips highlights the exhi-

bited goods. With the additional straight headboard the trol-

ley is complete and adapts to every need. 

FOOD NO-FOOD

LOTO

48

Loto
Multifunctional display on wheels with an innovative design, perfect for any environment

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_LOTO.60.000 600 600 1500

Loto is an extremely versatile and sturdy wooden display on wheels. Loto is perfect for 

any type of environment, from the largest to the smallest and is particularly suitable for 

the promotion of the most varied types of products.

The exhibitor can be supplied at one, two or three levels and can be accompanied by 

an advertising sign at its top.

Loto is easy to assemble as well as to transport and can be supplied, like all Arrebo 

products, in various colors.

New

FOOD NO-FOOD

Choose the color
you want*

* On request on all Arrebo products
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Wine exhibitors
TAILOR-MADE SHELVES FOR THE EXHIBITION OF THE BEST BOTTLES IN THE WORLD



Vinum
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Vinum
Linear, robust and functional: fundamental qualities for a highly appealing wine display

Vinum is a wine or spirits display with 3 display levels on an painted metal sup-

porting structure.

The upper level has been designed for the inclined presentation of the bottles.

The Vinum display can be equipped with a metal frame for signage.

ZEUSZeus
Elegant promotional bottle holder on a triangular swivel base.

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_ZEU.190.000 550 550 1900

Zeus is a bottle rack display with a swivel triangular base perfect for promoting important  

labels. Zeus pays attention to the housing of the bottles: positioned inclined and inserted 

in plexiglass supports. The totem structure can display a total of 18 bottles, 6 per side.

New

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_VIN.133.000 1330 600 1140

FOOD NO-FOOD

OPTIONAL

• Metal frame for signage



VELA
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Vela
Functional display for wines or liqueurs with compartments for product stocks

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_GONV.100.000 1000+500 1000 1200

Vela is an ideal exhibitor for wines and / or liqueurs. It consi-

sts of an upper surface made for the inclined presentation of 

bottles, an intermediate shelf composed of compartments for 

stocking up the bottles (horizontally positioned) and a lower 

part perfect for housing the spare crates.

NINFANinfa
Multifunctional wall display with shaped sides and veil

CODE LENGTH (mm) DEPTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm)

AR_NIN.133.000 1330 800 1800

Ninfa is an ideal exhibitor for wines, liqueurs, oils and typical products.

The cabinet is composed of 9 compartments. The sides are shaped to 

make the product more visible and to improve the display impact. Nin-

fa is complete with an upper veil, ideal for describing the origin of the 

products or their type.

FOOD NO-FOOD

SANGIOVESE

New 
Design

1000 500 1000

OPTIONAL

• Shaped headboard for island composition
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Project and art direction: AP&P - Marketing & Business Consulting (www.ap-p.it)
© All Rights Reserved - Ed.01-2022

Product descriptions and illustrations must be intended as an indication. While confirming the essential characteristics of each of its products, Arrebo reserves the right to intervene at any time and without 
notice, to make the changes it deems most appropriate to improve the product or in response to any requirement of a regulatory, constructive or commercial nature. This document is protected by copyright 
law (law 22/4/1941) and by law 14/12/1942 n. 1485: any reproduction, total or partial, is therefore prohibited.
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